
 Do you seek an audience that 
takes your group's message to a 
higher level? 
 

 Do you wish to extend your 
network among persons of 
conscience? 

 Do you want to amplify your 
understanding of who else is 
active on climate issues? 
 

 Will you share your unique 
mission with other activists? 

 

This interfaith assembly comes at a pivotal moment in both global and local dialogue on climate change. The Paris 
Climate Talks (COP 21) have challenged communities to step up local actions dramatically. Impoverishment, 
injustice, and determinants of ill-health issues are increasingly overlapping with the impact of sea-level rise in 
Florida. The voices of compassion and concern are coming together to generate community-based engagement that 
inspires and motivates new policies and practices that reflect human and spiritual values - values that the Florida 
Legislature need to implement in its upcoming session.  

We think your group will want to act on this opportunity to participate in our event in the Orlando-area on January 
28-30. 

We are assembling people of conscience who honor: stewardship of resources, inclusion of diverse perspectives, 
education/awareness raising, community resilience, emphasis on proactive planning, and a support for holistic 
thinking. We have a deep concern for inclusiveness in a just and sustainable world via economic fairness, ecological 
sustainability, deep democracy, social justice, simple living, and revitalized community. 

This gathering is part of an ongoing movement to shift cultural and political perspectives as to the urgency, and need 
to act now on climate. Our work as climate change conscious people focuses on urging social, religious, and political 
awareness to prioritize implementing as much mitigation and adaptation as possible, as soon as possible. Join us in 
claiming a common identity as the compassionate voice for a greener future.  

Please join us. 
Climate Action Bazaar Sub-Committee 
Florida Interfaith Climate Action Network  

Registration for the January 28-30th assembly, including meals, is $79:  http://interfaithflorida.com/2016 
Exhibitor Tables can be reserved for $35. Each organization will be supplied a table and 2 chairs. 
To participate in the Climate Action Bazaar, please contact Jan Booher: JJLBooher@comcast.net.  
For information about Sponsorship Opportunities, please contact Russell Meyer: RMeyer@floridachurches.org 
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